Ionic selectivity, saturation and block in gramicidin A channels: I. Theory for the electrical properties of ion selective channels having two pairs of binding sites and multiple conductance states.
A model for the gramicidin A channel is proposed which extends existing models by adding a specific cationic binding site at each entrance to the channel. The binding of ions to these outer channel sites is assumed to shift the energy levels of the inner sites and barriers and thereby alter the channel conductance. The resulting properties are analyzed theoretically for the simplest case of two inner sites and a single energy barrier. This for-site model (two outer and two inner) predicts that the membrane potential at zero current (Uo) should be a Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz equation with concentration-dependent permeability ratios. The coefficients of the concentration-dependent terms are shown to be related to the peak energy shifts of the barrier and to the binding constants of the outer sites. The thory also predicts the channel conductance in symmetrical solutions to exhibit three limiting behaviors, from which the properties of the outer and inner sites can be characterized. In two-cation symmetrical mixtures the conductance as a function of mole fraction is shown to have a minimum, and the related phenomenon of inhibition and block exerted by one ion on the other is explained explicitly by the theory. These various phenomena, having ion interactions in a multiply occupied channel as a common physical basis, are all related (by the theory) through a set of measurable parameters describing the properties of the system.